




T H E S O I A J * 

February, 1959* 30 Lome Streetf 
DURBAN. 

Sdltorlal: 
IN DEFENCE OF THE TiSN POINT PROGRAMME. 

Ideals and realities seldom coincide. The history of Liber-
-atory Movements the world over is strewn with the corpses of those 
who tried to make them synonymous. There is only one historical 
necessity, one historical process. Indeed, there cannot be more 
than one. Those who seek and have sought to substitute for this 
historical necessity their personal and private predelictions are 
either completely insane or deliberate opportunists. For charitable 
motives we donot question their sanity - yet* Life is not without 
humour, and we would be singularly sombre, if we donot sometimes 
laugh at the caperings of those who, for all their pontifical utter
ances, nevertheless are not far removed from professional clowns. 
But tohen this madness is directed towards subverting the programme, 
when it threatens to undermine the very structure of the Movement, 
it becomes a matter of deadly earnest. 

And.so it is with those who have sought to revise, rewrite and 
otherwise emasculate the principles and programme of the Movement. 
The urgency of the times we live in cannot tolerate it. Opportunism 
has a way of finding itself out, of digging its own grave. The 1958 
Conferences of the All Afrioan Convention and of S.0.Y..a. and the 
caricatures of the "Torch" all go to prove this. 

For a number of years now the Movement had had to contend with 
these revisionists who used every opportunity to attack the Ten 
Point Programme and the Federal Structure, but who when challenged 
at conferences remained silent. "There is no such thing as Jaffeism1 

the Jaffeists cried out .loud and long,"Jt is only an attempt to make 
a scapegoat out of a genuine progressive." Under cover of this they 
sought to sow confusion everywhere, whilst seeking to discredit the 
leadership of the N.B.'U.M. and the A.A.C. Under cover of the most 
filthy attacks (which they could not substantiate!) against the 
President and Secretary of the Convention, they sought once more to 
revise the Programme. Although none of them had had the courage to 
say so outright, the underlying theme in all their diatribes was 
"We are against economic exploitation." Their sudden concern for 
the "poverty of the masses", were it not so studiously affected,might 
even have been touching. Alas J It was not. 

It is this cuestion of being opposed to economic exploitation 
that is, however, of" the greatest import. The Presidential address 
made it abundantly clear that we in the Non European Unity Movement 
are struggling for the right of every person, irrespective of race, 
to share in a modern, progressive capitalist society. This was 
anathema to the revisionists who suddenly discovered that they want 
no part of this since they were opposed to an "exploitative system". 
Their honesty in making these claims is a different question altog
ether, and we not only presume the right to question it, but we do 
in fact question both their honesty and their integrity. Yet, this 
question," which caused so much concern amongst the re viler s, was 
answered long ago by che Ten Point Programme itself, when it speaks, 
repeatedly, of those rights "as at present en.1o.yed by the whites." 
What rights do the whites enjoy at present? What type of society do 
the whites have at present? If not bourgeois-democratic rights in a 
bourgeois-democratic society! And that is the crux of the matter. 
The Ten Point Programme clearly visualises only bourgeois-democracy 
and nothing else. To seel; therefore to interpolate other questions 
into the programme is to go beyond the programme. 

From the "delegates" of the National Anti-C.A.D. Committee down 
to the "Torch", which has accused the present leadership of Conven
tion of being "reactionary", there is an onus upon them to prove 
that this leadership is prepared to accept something less than the 
Ten Point Programme. There is no onus on the leadership to prove 
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that it is not opposed to wanting more then the Ten Point Programme. 
No one, least of all Mr. Jaffe and his "fellows", have ever been able 
to prove that the A.A#C„ leadership stands for less than the Ten 
Point Programme* We challenge them to do sot 

But this behaviour, of accusing without proving, is nothing new. 
We ought not to be even surprised at the gross dishonesty of the 
Jaffeists. When a person has once been in the political movement it 
is difficult for him to withdraw without being dubbed a coward and a 
renegade,' It is essential for him to find rationalisations. It is 
desirable to be able to withdraw under cover of martyrdom. Therein 
lies the key to the whole question: why Jaffeism? 

We assert, without fear of contrdiction, that the views put 
forward by the leadership of the Convention are no more (and no less) 
than a correct interpretation of the Ten Point Programme. But, if, 
indeed, the Convention leadership,has sold out; if it is reactionary; 
if, as Mr. Dudley so portentuously proclaimed) (it) "was the greatest 
betrayal of the' peasants0, then there is only one course open to the 
Jaffeists. It is for them to demand a Conference of the N.S.U.H. 
to thraeh the whole matter out. Indeed! it ia time the; called a 
conference of the &&tl~C»A«D, and stopped making proclamations in the 
name of the Coloured people with whom they have not even consulted 
for the past five years. 

Why their silence on this score? What are they afraid of? 

We have come to a period when we have really to close our ranks# 
The Conferences of the A.A.C. and S.O.Y.A. have drained the pus from 
the infection that has for so long caused sore pain to the body# 
It will no doubt take time for the healing process to be complete, 
for the organisation to regain its strength, though it has never lost~: 

its vigour. The task that faces us in the coming period is to. 
accelerate this regrowth. It is to that end that we must seriously 
and earnestly set ourselves. 

The President In his address to the A.^.C. conference stated 
anonymity was the prerogative of those who were building the Hove-
-ment, not of those who were seeking to destroy It. This is our cue. 
We must relentlessly seek out all the little pockets of pus whereever 
they are and fearlessly, even ruthlessly, expose them. The polemical 
issues must be brought out into the open and laid.bare to the naked 
light of truth. In the course of doing this, we will find the frenzy 
and the hysteria of all the Jaffeists doubled and redoubled. It will 
not be uncommon for us to be called all sorts of names. They have' 
not even stopped short of open thuggery. It is at once a challenge 
t o us i . 

This is not a game. If there are "stakes", the"stakes" are 
the highest ever in any challenge. It Is the future of the entire 
Movement * It is the future of the entire country. 

(Contributed) 

BBVISIQXCSM IN -THiS I-IQVBMBKI I 
(Being an address delivered to Cape Town 3.Q«Y.^. in Sept. 1958) 

The rise of revisionism In the Movement is a. new phenomenon. 
From its very inception the N.B.U.H. had to contend against opposi-.". 
-tion, opposition that came from the ex-C.P., the-A.N.C, the W.I.C., 
the Liberals. N But these groups were outside the Movement, and being 
outside, had the<effect of strenghtening us internally, strengthening 
the federal bodies, and enabled us to present one policy and one 
leadership to the masses who are in dire need of a unified policy 
and a unified le:d. This unity lent a cohesion and an authority to 
its policy and decisions which were in marked contrast to the 
conflicting and contradictory resolutions of the Congresses. For 
essentially the struggle, et this sta^e^ was a struggle .for the 
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minds of the oppressed. We were strong although we were only a few, 
because we were firmly rooted in the principles of the Movement; we 
believed in them and we defended these ideas wherever we went* The 
victories that we have attained have been great when we consider the 
time element and the small force at our disposal;- the boycott of the 
H.H.C, the boycott against the Native Representation Act, the battle 
in C#A*T.A., our strugale against rehabilitation, against Bantu 
Education, against the C.A.D., the fight against T.E.P.A., were no 
mean achievements. Host of all the N.B.U.A. was responsible for 
bringing about good relations between the Coloured and frican sectors, 
We attempted to root out racialism on both sides, the Coloureds and 
the Africans, by working in both sectors simultaneously or bringing 
the rank and file together in both sectors, by teaching them to work 
together in the L.C.U.C. on the basis of mutual respect. 

But that good relationship between the sectors has been killed; 
that unity of the leadership is threatened, that.camaraderie amongst 
•the youth is no more. Fifteen years of work in the N.m.U.H. has 
been brought almost to nought, and what we see now is a monstrous 
growth of bureaucratism, the rise of the Broederbond, anti-African 
views preached in the W.B.P., denigration and blackening of what has 
been called the Old Guard, and what is more dangerous, a slow 
poisoning of the youth against the Ten Point Programme. 

Today, the abscess is open for all to see, the.pus is streaming 
out and the N.B.U.I4. is in the throes of a sickness which we have to 
cure* In other words the duty devolves upon each of us to sharpen 
our instruments (naturally having sterilised them beforehand) and rid 
the body of pus. For the storms and stresses which the human frame 
has to endure and which strengthens him eventually, must likewise be 
endured '"oy the movement which he has created for his liberation. 

To the task then. •• ' . 

.This revisionism can be called Jsffeism or idealism, but 
essentially it h^s arisen out of the influence of Herrenvolk ideas 
which are vying with Movement ideas for supremacy, in the minds of 
the oppressed. In order to cover up the inherent herrenvoikism, the 
language 

.net us put some of these ideas before you. 
From the Vutela and Watlare .groups; 

nThere are two main economic systems in the present-day world. 
A given set of principles or programme can only lead to the reali-
-sation of the one or the other. The Ten Point Programme is 
obviously intended to attain capitalism or rather to complete the 
capitalist, democratic revolution in South ,-*frica and therefore the 
leaders of the NtB..U.A. are anti-working class. Wot only that, 
but-also, the Won European people are In fact living in a capitalist 
society and are not enjoying the bitter fruits of the system and so 
the consummation of the bourgeois revolution in this country will 
mean the intensification of capitalism In that you will have the 
forces of reaction strengthened by the addition of the Black 
bourgeoisie.H 

Let us consider the flaws within this argument, nThe Ten Poinl 
Programme is obviously intended to attain capitalism or rather to 
complete the capitalist democratic revolution in South ,;,frica*!, and 
therefore, mind you, the leaders of the N.B..U.W. are anti-working 
Clc- SS . !! 

We, who are fighting for the ebolition of discriminatory laws 
and the establishment of the right of the workers to form trade 
unions, are anti-working class. We, who are fighting for the rights 

workers to elect and be elected to Parliament, are anti-
class. We, who are fighting against all the restrictions, 

all the/. ..... 
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all the discriminations, the Urban .-reas :-:cts the oass laws, the 
whole iniquitous system of migrant labour,are anti-working class I 

Then again: "The consummation of the bourgeois revolution will 
mean the intensification of capitalism in that you will have the 
forces of reaction strengthened by the addition of the black 
bourgeoisie." The most astounding conclusion that we can gather 
here is that we should not struggle for the abolition of herren-
-volkism and for full democratic rights because of the possibility 
of the reactionary element being strengthened "ay the addition of .the 
black bourgeoisie• in other words, it is preferable to let the 
status *uo remain and allow Verwoerd to trample roughshod over the 
people with his Bantu Authorities,'Bantu Education, Stabilisation 
Schemes, Treason Trials etc. Do nothing, for the black bourgeoisie 
may arise! who is speaking here? SABRA. For it is S.-J3EA thinking, 
SABRA always speaks of the danger of giving the Africans more rights 
for they, the black bourgeoisie would want to dominate the whites. 

Then again: "To give the people the right to elect and be 
elected to Parliament is downright dishonesty. After all, Parlia
ment in a capitalist state such as envisaged 'by the Ten Point 
Programme is the plaything of the rich and none of the workers and 
peasants will ever get there unless their fellow peasants collect 
enough money to fight these elections• " Here the very first point 
in the Ten Point Programme is attacked, The ri^ht to sit in Parlia-
-merit and the right to make laws should be rejected by the oppressed 
people, when the people say; it is Parliament which makes the laws 
and we have to go to Parliament to see that these bad laws are 
scrapped, then these revisionists would say to the people: "It is a 
Parliament- of* the- rich*, ..etc ., etc., ...," Therefore- it follows you 
must not organize the people on the basis of the demand for full 
democratic rights. So keep the status quo. Bet the Kerrenvolk 
continue to make laws against the wishes of the ten million oppressed 
people, While SABRA says that the Hon Europeans are not fit enough 
to obtain the franchise, these revisionists arrive at the same end 
result by a process of perambulation, beating about the bush and. 
super-imposing leftist phrases on a basic Herrenvolk stand. It is 
significant that the basis of their thought processes finds a 
parallel only with the reactionary Herrenvolk groups. This is by no 
means an accident. 

Then again: The N.E,U,H, is fighting for "Ghanaian Democracy" 
and seeing that "Ghana has attained its own Ten Point Programme, do 
our leaders say that that is what we want?" These remarks are very 
closely akin to those of H,Jeffe when he states in "The Rise and 
Pali of the Colour Bar" given to the N,B,FA in reference to the 
leadership of the AT,£.U.I'I.: "Politically and ideologically they 
represent the concession hunters, the wretched shadow of the shadow 
of an aspiring exploiting middle class whose sole object is to 
cash in on the" segregation now and on liberty later on." And again: 
"Their proper place is in Nehru's Congress and in Nkrumah's Youth 
League, • . ," 

These remarks are off of a piece and the idea is propogated. 
that the P.BPU'.H. leadership will follow the pattern of Ghana and 
wkrumah- a compromise group of quislings in the pay of the imperia-
-lists, no evidence is given to prove these statements. Slogans 
and jibes are sufficient to rally the revisionists and the Jaffeists, 
for theirs is not to reason why. The youth in these revisionist 
camps are" not- -trained, to study and think and to compare,Tput to 
denigrate. I think that we in 3,0#Y.A. have set a sufficiently high 
standard of study and investigation to prevent us from imagining 
that denigrations and slogans can satisfy us 

First of all, the struggle in Ghana can not be compared to the 
Ten Point Programme of South Africa. The constitution of Ghana was 
handed, over to Ghana by Britain in order to save Ghana for Britain, 
Secondly, the Bkrumah leadership is and has always been in close 

collaboration/,,•, 



collaboration with the imperialists, if not with Britain, with 
America. 

-In South Africa the Id .A.U.K. has always distinguished Itself 
from the A.SAC, leadership precisely because it stood for two 
cardinal principles, 

(a) TheJIteiLiL^ 
(b) Its, Policy jof jioj3=^o3J^bo£aLLQ^ 

From the very beginning it broke with the Xajee dominated 
o.ri.I.C. which had always maintained close liaison with the Govt. 
and was always collaborationist. In contrast to this compromise 
policy, the N.2.U.K. refused to have ..rmnyahing to do with the 
Congress leadership because of its close collaboration with the 
Liberals, and its lack of principled politics, for the 15 years 
of its existence, the N• j£.U• l-I. has not yielded to opportunism, of 
&ny kind, yet its leadership can be called :ian exploiting middle 
class who are c£-shin£ in on segregation11 by those who are in the 
highest ranks of the leadership to a youth body within the Love-
-merit, without anybody raising a voice of protest. Let us really 
esk: who is capitalising on segregation? V;ho are building factories 
in Group Areas, etc., etc? But instead of pointing the finger at the 
Herrenvolk, they, the so-called progressives, are pointing at those 
very people who are. organising the people- arousing them out of 
their despondency, putting forward the Ten .Point .Programme, and 
giving them an opportunity o:C engaging in the various campaigns in 
order to gain- experience and confidence to accomplish the task of 
liberation. 

It is our duty to ask: '.-.-..re bhey with us or with the enemy? 
Where do. their destructive tactics lead them? Prom the evidence, 
it can only lead to a greater strengthening of the Herrenvolk, at 
the present moment, even before the emergence of the black, bourg
eoisie whom they fear so much. 

But if we were to take all these ideas together, all in all, 
there is a consistency here of outlook alien to the AAA.UAH.; ideas 
foreign to the Aovement. We have said that o\xv struggle Is a 
struggle for national liberation, a struggle for equality of rigghts 
for the oppressed against Herrenvolk tyranny. Our Ten Point Prog-
-ramme is a struggle to obtain ordinary bourgeois rights on the 
same basis as the whites in this country 1 We want all the inequal
ities done away with, all the feudal restrictions, all the colour 
bars.,, and all the racialism., deleted from the laws. Our stress is 
on mkU^LITY for all who live in South Africa. ,,nd, today we hear 
that our struggle Is reactionary and will lead to greater exploit
ation! I ask of you, can you visualise a life which is worse than. 
the present life we are leading? The life of the people today is 
of the dark tges of Aurope, with its host of feudal and tribal 
restrictions and In addition to it are its colour bars, Its discrim
inatory acts. The life of the white worker in South Africa, 
despite class exploitation, Is, by comparison, a veritable heaven as 
compared with the life of an African worker who is subjected not 
only to capitalist tyranny, but also to feudal, herrenvolk tyranny. 
He is doubly oppressed. 

Our Ten Point Programme is precisely to release the worker 
and the peasant and indeed all the oppressed from the one set of 
chains which are weighing them down. Without this necessary first 
and most urgent step we cannot a ''van.ee and that is why we have 
called it our minimum programme. 

I th;sk that we can do no better than quote from the great 
writers of the liberatory movements in the world in. reply to the 
same arguments. 

5SBut it does not follow that a democratic revolution (bour
geois in its social and economic substance) is not of enormous 
interest to the proletariat. It does not follow from this that the 
democratic revolution cannot tak.; place in a form advantageous 
mainly to the big capitalist, the financial magnate and the 
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11 enlightened" landlord .. s well as in a form advantageous to the 
peasant-worker. The petty bourgeois party thoroughly misunder-
-stand the meaning and significance of the concept bourgeois' 
revolution*" 

"Their arguments constantly reveal the underlying idea that 
a bourgeois revolution is a revolution which can be of benefit 
only to the bourgeoisie. And yet nothing is more erroneous than 
suGh en idea. A bourgeois revolution is a revolution which does 
not -go beyond the limits of the bourgeois capitalist social and; ., 
economic system. ' . " 

"But it is entirely absurd to think that a bourgeois revol-
-ution does not express the interests of the proletariat "altoge-
-ther. This absurd idea boils down to the hoary theory that a 
bourgeois revolution runs counter to the interests of the prole
tariat, and therefore we have no need for bourgeois political • 
liberty; or to anarchism which rejects all participation of the 
proletariat in bourgeois politics, in a bourgeois revolution, or 
in bourgeois parliamentarism*f! He goes on: " Our theory has 
broken with the ravings of the anarchists that we can avoid Cap
italist development, jump out of capitalism, or skip over it along 
some path other than the path of the class struggle on the basis 
and within the framework of this same capitalism The working 
class is therefore decidedly interested in the broadest,freest 
and most rapid development of capitalism. The removal of all 
remnants of the old order which are hampering the broad, free and 
rapid development of capitalism is of decided advantage to the 
working class," 

This is the clearest answer to the petty bourgeois revisionis 
at the time given by one of the greatest socialistsf If anyone 
has still any doubts concerning H.Jaffe's pretensions to leftism, 
this should dispose of them. 

The Jaffeiatic Interpretation of the Land • uestion, 
he are all aware of the fact that there is a move to revise 

Point 7 and to give a new interpretation to the land question as 
embodied in the Programme, The leader of revisionism, or, more 
correctly, the leader of confusion has in fact peddled revisionism 
on this subject for a number of years and. has aroused a sense of 
disquiet In the lI.g.UYil,, especially amongst those who have to 
org:• nis e the peas s n try and br Iiig them in t o t he A . A,C. and then int 
Unity, 

Point 7 is "ulte explicit and clear, It states: 
Revision of the land acts, (that is, in accordance Kith the 

basis of e:ual rights for all irrespective of colour or race.) 
In its explanatory notes, the land uestion is expounded upon, 
and shows two progressive stages: 

(a) . The relations of serfdom at present existing on the 
land must go together with the land acts, together 
with the restrictions upon acquiring land, 

(b) A new division of the land in conformity with the 
existing rural population, living on the land. and. 
working the land, Is the first task of a.democratic 
state and parliament, 

the first point spe:-ks of the principles on which we base 
our propaganda and our approach to the peasants at this present 
stage, and the second point shows the direction in which the Move-
-merit should, go, and points to the future tasks when we have won 
the bourgeois democratic struggle, 

now there has crept into the Aovement a new term, coined by 
the leader of the confusion himself: Eedivision, 
Our programme speaks of revision of the land acts and later of a_ 
new division, but nowhere, .of re division. 
This has heen intentionally none to dupe the young and ignorant 
and to bring the N.ii.U.H. programme Into disrepute, and ridicule 
the clear and specific terms in the Ten Point Programme. 

Thnr;^/ 
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Those who formulated the Ten Point Programme expressly rejected 
the term *redivisionl, but spoke in general terms about a new 
division. Let us not be misled by those who want to put new words 
in the Ten Point Programme with an air of fknow-allr and rely on 
the applause of sychophants and political babes to get the new 
interpretation across, 

Noŵ  the term 'redivision1 is known in the literature of the 
progressive movement• It denotes a particular political concept, 
and that was why it was discarded. The leader of- confusion cannot . 
plead ignorance on this score. 

Redivision in political language means one thing and one thing 
only - the division of the land into ecual parts. He (Jaffe) states 
it himself in uTen Years of the N,i^.U.N.n, a C.F.S,P. publication. 
As he says: "Redivision is a progressive and necessary step even 
in India and. Egypt where redivision will mean average holdings of 
about 5 morgan, whereas In South Africa redivision will mean average 
holdings of about 100 morgen per rural family." In other words, 
the N.S.U.Ii.' SHOULD ,,.DV0CATN THL DIVISION OF-THE L^ND INTO 3C-UAL 
HOLDINGS FOR DISTRIBUTION ..AICNGST THE PEASANTRY. 

This is a very dangerous interpretation. You will notice that , 
the terms in lfbi! , in the explanatory part of the Ten Point Prog-
-ramme'f' are put in a general manner, merely stating the direction 
in which we should work, i.e., on the basis of equality. These 
terms are carefully couched and formulated. 

why was the matter not put in exact terms of 5, 10, or 100 
morgan? It was left open because:-

(a) We do not know the alignment of forces on the morrow. 
(b) We do not know nor can we prophesy what the specific-

strength of each section will be when the democratic struggle will 
be successful. To decide now in advance is adventurism and a 
striving for cheap popularity. worse than that, we would bw tying 
our hands beforehand. . It would be totally reactionary now to 
advocate redivision or equalisation. It would, be promising In : 
advance the entrenchment of &u exploitive system, The richer < , 
peasant would soon start buying up the poor ones. Inequality", 
would be entrenched and the exploiting of the poor by the rich 
would get a further lease of life. Equalisation or redivision 
would mean putting a ceiling to our minimum programme. That is 
why the N.E.U.N. was opposed right from, the beginning to the 
support of the idea. It was for the same reason that progressives 
all over the world condemned redivision or equalisation as react
ionary, petty bourgeois dreams. We demand equality.of rights, • - ' •• 
but surely we cannot demand that people be Identical , or have equal-
property. This is a petty .bourgeois concept. We demand the right-
to buy and. sell land like those who today have citizenship rights* 

These revisionist ideas were all expounded at the N.mUN. Head 
Committee meeting last year, and were rejected by it. It was 
because of them and many others that H.Jaffe was regarded as 
unacceptable as a representative of the ,-nati~C .A.D* 

The programme states that all restrictions upon acquiring 
land must go. ,„ great deal of Ink has been spilt on the meaning 
of nac'ulren. Yet to anyone, except those who want to read some- • 
thing more Into the programme, the meaning is cl-ar and unambig-
-uous. Point 7, like all the other points , Is a demand for all 
those bourgeois democratic rights which are enjoyed, by the whites 
only in this country. Now the leader of confusion picks upon this 
fundamental point In our programme, detaches it from the rest and 
gives it a special mening as though it were not a dynamic part 
of a unified programme. Once more we see the distortion of the 
Ten Point Programme. Here the attempt is to regulate, twist and 
restrict' certain points, and finally to reduce into a meaningless 
farce,our struggle for full democratic rights. 
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As we have said before, the emphasis in our struggle is on our 
demand for e ual rights with the whites in South Africa. We want 
the abolition of ell discriminatory laws wherever they exist* If 
we adopt the revisionist policy, we will land up in the camp of 
Verwoerd. At this very moment, Verwoerd is zealously maintaning 
the Reserve system and r~dividing the land, .,t the sane time he 
denies the people the right to buy land where they choose* This, 
he argues, is for the protection of the Africans themselves against 
the whites and other rich people who would otherwise buy up §11 the 
•land* Hedivision of the land under the present* circumstances can 
only mean Verwoerdism. Hedivision as a policy proclaimed now for 
the future is reactionary, for it puts e ceiling to the democratic ' 
struggle which may develop further* 

All this confusion has one effect and one effect and only. 
It throws disorder in our ranks, trammels the organisations, and 
incapacitates them so that they cannot do the work for which they 
were created, namely, to carry on the struggle against herrenvolkism, 
Our youth are taught to view the other sections of our fellow 
oppressed with suspicion and hatred* The leaders are villified as, 
li31ack Kulaks" and "Nkrumahs" without advancing any "political 
arguments to justify such accusations* The smooth working together 
has become well-nigh impossible. The various sections, the Indians^ 
the Africans and the Coloured people are being antagonised; and 
alienated* A: body like the N.E.P., for example, still permits,in 
the name of leftism,., the use of the Verwoerdian term n3antuu to 
designate Africans, The languages of the people are called prim
itive, tribal languages in the seme contemptuous manner. This 
Herrenvolk attitude is rationalised by the use of leftist phrase
ology* 

We in "5*0*Y.A* have to wake up and take steps to build up 
unity, to rout the revisionists out of their funkholes and put the 
Unity Movement back on the road once more* 

We have to organise all the oppressed people, the whole pop
ulation of the oppressed - the poor peasant, the rich peasant, the 
agricultural labourer, the worker, the migrant worker, the intell-
-ectuals, the petit bourgeois, the Indian merchant - all who are 
oppressed and who accept the Ten Point Programme. 

NOW TWO SOYAS - WEL.T NSKT? by A,H,L» 

The events of the past few years, particularly since the 1956 
Conference of S.G.Y.A, and culminating in the last conferences of 
Convention and S.C.Y.A., make it especially urgent that we pose 
again and again the guest ion; What is S.Q.Y.a-.? 

There Is one thing it certainly is not ~ SOYA is not a party* 
This is the essence of the matter* It is important therefore that 
we start this discussion hy stating what we consider to be the 
unassailable fundamentals about SOYA and about parties in general* 

The Society of Young Africa is en integral part of the Con-
-vention. It is an instrument to assist In building up the Con-
-vention* :Its. paramount organisational task is the political 
education of the youth so" that they may be equipped to spread the 
ideas, the programme and the policy of the N.E.U.H. to the people* 
It is precisely for this reason that we have characterised for so 
long, SOYA, as en organisation of organisers. -,n& the policy and 
programme of .SOY.e is in fact the policy and programme of. the Con
tention and the N.E.U*M... Indeed, It could not be otherwise. On 
this basis SOYA has no identity distinct from the Convention* 

The essence of a party is that it represents the interests of 
a particular class. It needs must have a programme and policy of 
its own, reflecting the aspirations of that class it represents. 

It can/...*.* 



Et can enter into coalitions or form fronts with other organi
sations and parties, representing other classes. But at all times 
It retains its own separate identity; and at all times it strives 
>o advance and bring to the fore its particular ideology. 

This is the substance of the differences between an organi
sation like SOYA and a party. In the past three years, however, 
there has been developing, within our organisation, a group which 
?egards SOYA as a party. This group has been ever eager to make 
statements and pronouncements that TO TBBM SOY,i was. in fact a 
party. All their actions confirm this and are in line with this 
Idea. Who can forget their pronouncement that SOYA had moved out 
>f the stage of "kindergarten politics In study groups'1 and had 
jrown into a mature organisation "field workers?" 

This same group headed by Nadlkizela end Vutela, when they 
rere ignominiously expelled from the Convention and all affiliated 
Organisations, behaved true to their conception of SOYA. Behaving 
}s a party, they promptly disaffiliated from the ,-,. i-,.C., formed 
themselves into a clique and christened it "SOYA". Their "disaff
iliation" Is as effective as the worker who after he has been sacked 
from his job, threatens his boss and shouts;- "You cant sack me. 
[ resign!" Now, they are going to seek affiliation to the Anti-C.A.D, 
md from there in cohorts with Kies, Dudley and Jaffe, they will 
)our vituperation on Convention. 

What is important is their singularly poor notion of the whole 
federal Structure of the Unity Movement. But what concerns us 
\s their practical demonstration that SOYA is a party. Now, either 
50YA is a party and as such entirely distinct from the A.A.C. and 
laving only external relations to the A ^ A . C ; or it Is integral to, 
)art and parcel of, the A.A.C. 

This idea that SOYA is a party is one of the excresences of 
;ne polemic that has been raging in. SOYA over the past 3 years. 
futela and Co., were expelled from Convention, precisely because 
ihey propogated Ideas inimical to the principles of the Movement. 
Jut long before their expulsion, these gentlemen had placed them-
selves outside the Convention. Ideologically, they were at war 
rith the N..S.U.N. So that even before their expulsion, they felt 
[hemselves hampered by their membership of Convention, and they 
'elt the yearning, then already, to form SOYA to an image suited 
o serve their own newly acquired ideology. If it is a party, 
hen, of course,they stood in a position of autonomy vis-a-vis 
Convention. They wanted to be in SOYA and at the same time to be 
independent of the programme and policy and discipline of the 
[.A.C. They wanted to have their cake and eat It, Their formal 
•lleglance to the A.A.C. had,by Conference,become so irksome that 
hey called a "Summer School". The summer school was their renegade 
SOYA" in embryo. 

Their expulsion has stripped them of all their veils. The 
inly cloth that now hides their nakedness is their assertion that 
hey will seek affiliation to the AntITCAD. That flimsy covering 
:eans simply that they are now putting their allegiance with Jaffe 
nd Kies on a formal level. 

It is our task, and one of our most urgent tasks,to help 
out them from the Anti-CAD. For no group can/ be an enemy of 
onvention and friend of the Anti-CAD. 

The significance of their gravitation towards the Anti-CAD 
an only be that they have found elements in the Anti-CAD which 
ave an affinity for them. 

This then,is the background to the emergence of two SOYAS. 
toe, ours. Affilliated to Convention and irrevocably wedded to the 
principles, programme and discipline of the ;_,,,C. The other, that 

which/.. . . 



which has had the effrontery to steel the na.,;,e of' the organise'jicu 
loyal only to their own petty careerist interests. Ready to join 
forces, with any body so Ion:: as they can be given a platform from 
which to attack and denigrate the N.E.U.ri. The Jaffeists are waiting 
for them with open arms* 

The idea of a party, the whole question, of converting SOYA into 
a party, was precisely the common, ground on which the pse-udo-'-
socialist Jaffe and the rabid tribalist Vut&a could meet. 

There seems little doubt that the Anti-CAD committee will accept 
the affiliation of Vutelafs !l SOYA". (We must apologise to our 
readers for the use of the name SOYA in relation to Vutelals clique -
it really is blasphemous). Jaffe has succeeded, it seems, in winning 
over to him the majority of members on the Anti-CAD committee. The 
affilliation of these renegades to the Anti-CAD will' set the seal 
of triumph on Jaffe1s career. For then he will proclaim that not 
only are there two SOYAS, but he will convert the Anti-CAD committee 
into a second JNfEUM as well I 

Just as important as it is for all real Sdyans to expose, relent
lessly, the machinations of the Vutels clique, to destroy them before 
they can befoul the atmosphere further. So, too, it becomes an urgent 
task to expose the Jaffeist grip on the Anti-CAD Committee, To remove 
it from the position of trust it holds purely on false pretences. 

The Anti-CAD is the organisation of the Coloured people• The 
Committee is not even representative of the organisation,, let alone 
the people 1 And now this unholy alliance of Jaffe and Vutela will 
claim to speak on behalf of the Non European Unity Movement, This 
is the logical conclusion, of the formation of this rebel "SOYA", 
and its moves to affiliate to the Anti-CAD. 

In the "Republic11 Plato speaks of society which has not had the 
benefits of his ubeneficient" Utopian dictatorship. He character
ised Greek society of the day as comparable to people who dwelt 
in caves far below the surface of the earth where the light of the*; 

sun never penetrated. Everything is dark- and dim. Everybody lives 
in a world of shadows, Finally, one day some of these cave dwellers 
come up to the surface of the earth. They see the.sun for the 
first time and are awed and blinded by it. They are afraid of the 
substance because they know only the shadows. They yearn for the 

* care and make their escape as quickly as possible. 

For us, the light of the sun, that sharp, glaring light which 
explores every crevioe3 dispels every shadow, is the truth. 
Nothing can survive the truth. That truth, or rather that 
historical truth, is expressed for us in the programmes and 
principles of the N#E,U.I

V1. 

For Jaffeism that truth was always something to be feared. 
Jaffeism.could never'stand the light. Always it had to work behind 
closed doors, in committees, in caucuses, in secret conclaves. 
It is fundamentally opposed to the principles and programme of the 
N.E.U.K. Long before he joined the Movement Jaffe attacked the 
N.i.UJi, at every possible opportunity. When he found he could not 
destroy it from the outside he sneaked in under false pretences 
and ever since has been white-anting its structure. Fundamentally, 
Jaffeism is a return to the caves of darkness, because on every 
important issue its stand is in fact that of the Kerrenvolk. 

The acceptance of Vutela*s "SOYA11 by the Anti-CAD committee 
will in fact be a step back to the caves, a retreat from the truth. 
Our tasks, the most urgent task that has as yet fallen on us, is 
to see that that retreat becomes a rout.'But that they are routed 
with the least harm to the people. 

Since Jaffeism is wedded to working under.cover, so that their 
dirty work can be done with the least danger of exposure, our 

j ob/.... 



~n~ 
job is to bring them into the open. So man, no individual, no 
matter who or what he is, must be allowed to cringe in the shadows. 
At last, after so many years, the fight is in the open. It must 
-._ 1̂ +̂. there. 

Our persistent cry must be: Let them, the Jaffeists heed the 
A.A.C. resolution. Let them call an .open conference of the Antl-
C.jx.D. and put their policies to the test* Let them join Conv-
~ention in convening a conference of the N.E.Ifl'.M* to thrash out 
ell aspects of the polemic. They must not be allowed to HIDE in 
their committees. They must not be allowed to call conferences 
where they will not allow polemical issues to be discussed. 
They must not be allowed to hold conferences where only chosen 
organisations will be present. They must not be allowed to hide 
in their funk-holes. They must be brought out into the light 
where their nakedness can be seen. There is no room for, senti-
-mentality - the whole Movement is in jeopardy! 

And then, when they are in the open, there can be no quarter 
given or asked fori .'" ,. 

In the end we must prevail. History has always proved that 
idealism can never succeed; that in the end only that ideology, 
which correctly interprets its demands, survives. The rest are. 
relegated to the dust heap. We must hasten and ensure that result. 

THERE aRS GRS^T Di-iYS ,-iHEiUD1.1 ,. . 

A C H A P T E R C L O S E S . 

The H.A..C. and S.O.Y.A. conferences of 1958 brought to a 
close yet another chapter in the history of these organisations. 
At.these conferences, we witnessed the dramatic culmination of the 
polemic that had been raging in these organisations for the past 
two years. These past two years were most crucial and trying for 
SOYA. The very existence of SOYA was threatened with extinction. 
These two years saw the- emergence of Jaf feism.'within SOYA; the 
disruptive role of the Jaffeites; their abortive attempt to wreck 
or capture the organisation; and,then the grand finale - their 
ignominious expulsion from the A.A.C. and S.O.Y.A. It was the 
endorsement of the views expressed by the A.^.C. officials' and 
the consequent expulsion of the Jaffeites that brought to a. close 
this brief, but certainly very eventful, chapter In the history 
of S.O.Y.A. 

Before we venture to glance at the contents of the new 
chapter, let us make en honest and frank assessment of the closed 
chapter. 

The one feature that' strikes us immediately is the fact that 
of all the organisations in the-a.^.C, S.O.Y.A. has suffered the 
heaviest casualties In the fight against Jaffeism. why should this 
be so? The answer lies in the very nature and composition of SOYA. 

SOYA, as we know and understand it, is an organisation of the 
youth. It is in SOYA where the young intellectuals are given their 
political training which enables them to do their political work. 
It has bean said many times over that en organisation, which has 
the' youth, has a future, without the youth the organisation decays 
through the lack of nourishment. The youth represent the future. 
•The future belongs to them. The youth are usually found to be 
energetic, active and full of optimism. That is why we hear the 
older people extolling the youth. And precisely for that reason 
Jaffe and Co., made a dash far the youth. 

But the youth are also inexperienced, are moved to acts of 
rash/.... 



rash impetuo-si'cy and are prone to draw an over important picture 

of themselves. They are attracted toy anything that- smacks of 
romance and adventure. They want to be "original51 and develop 
an intense distaste for healthy traditions and necessary disci-
-pline. And it was precisely for these reasons that Jaffeism 
was;able to thrive best on the youth. 

Those youth who succumbed to Jaffeism, did so for several reasons* 
There were those who were preparing to desert the struggle. Then, 
there were the arrogant creatures who regarded themselves as the 
"genuine" leaders. And finally, we have those, who because of 
weakness of character and ignorance of politics, threw their lot 
on the side of Jaffeism. 

The question to be asked is : Have we done our utmost to 
reduce the number of casualties? Of course, nothing could be 
done to prevent the deserters and the ambitious from going astray. 
In fact we are glad to see them go. But what of the others -
those youth who fell prey to Jaffeism because of ignorance and 
weakness? 

n The truth of the matter is that Jaffeism hit us while we had 
our guards down. Many of us were caught unprepared. The word 
Unprepared is used in. the sense that ideologically we were not 
strong efaough to crsuh Jaffeism the moment it reared its head. 
It was only after the initial shock, or should we say shocks, 
that we gp.t down to a serious study of our ideas which we had 
normally accepted unthinkingly. Now we had to understand and prove 
those principles which we had treated e^ axioms. It was then 
that we were able to stand up against Jaffeism and to deal with 
it effectively. 

But it is indeed a pity that we were able to deal with Jaffe
ism only' after it had done much damage. The reason for this 
unpreparedness flows from the fact that we did not utilise study 
aroups to the fullest advantage, nor did v̂e maintain a regular 
correspondence with our contacts throughout the country. Study 
groups were meetings one HAD to go to as one HnS to go to church. 
Half-heartedness, dull discussions, lack of consistent reading etc., 
were the' causes for this idealogical unpreparedness• 

It is not the purpose of this article to sermonise on our 
past " evils" , but rather to make us aware of our failings. 
History may not allow us the extravagance of such errors in the 
future. 

The times are changing rapidly. The Herrenvolk are bent on 
stifling any sort of opposition against it. .Already political work 
is being made very difficult. How much more difficult would It 
be in the future? Very soon, to advocate equality would be rend
ered treasonable. If we are to survive politically, then we 
must adapt ourselves to the changing times and conditions. In 
times like these' we will Imve to close our ranks. Emphasis must 
be placed on the quality and calibre of our members. " Members 
must earn the right to be in the organisation". 

This would mean that a person Is not to be regarded as a 
Soyan merely because he has a relative who is In the Movement or 
because he is vaguely sympathetic with Soya. Individuals ought .. 
only to be admitted into SOYA after a process of careful scrutiny* 
Every Soyan must possess the qualities of a fighter. He has to 
learn Movement Ideas, he ha to assimilate himself Into the Move
ment, he must live in the Movement. Theoretical training and 
the practical application of those ideas must be the testimonial 
of all Soyans. "To learn politics and to teach politics must be 
the preoccupation of every Soyan. 

The new chapter cannot and should not tolerate the socialite-
politician, the individual who works in jerks and spurts, and 
finally those who wait for spiritual inspiration before they do 
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any work. We cannot afford the luxury of being indulgent towards 
our very nice friends who do very little work* We cannot afford 
to "pet" or "understand" individuals who regard their personal 
problems as being far more important than those of the Movement. 
in short, there.has to be a fundamental modification in our 
attitudes towards our tasks. 

While the acceleration of oppression is making political 
work very difficult, the mood and the feelings of the people-
demand that we take our rightful place amongst them. Whilst we 
spent endless hours arguing with the Jaffeites, events of great 
importance were taking place in the country. ---11 round us there 
was a magnificient display of valour and militancy on the part of 
the people, SOYA failed to make its impact. And for that fail
ure, many thanks from the Herrenvolk go to the adherents of Jaffa-
ism. 

Today, there is, admittedly, a decrease in the militancy of 
the people. But that does not mean that the militancy has van
ished. It is still there. The continued resistance against 
Bantu Authorities, Bantu Education, Passes etc., testifyto this. 
Events of greater magnitude are taking place all over Africa and 
these , to be sure, are bound to have profound repercussions in 
the southern most country of Africa. 

The tide is mounting everywhere; mighty forces are being un
leashed. The political conditions are favourable in this sense. 
What are we to do? Are we to tell to the people: " Kind people, 
would you mind waiting for a few years until we are sure of our 
jobs or until we have solved our personal problems." Most cert
ainly we can say that. But with equal certainty we will be sign
ing oi;tr political death warrants. When history is on the march, 
it does not take into account the personal whims and eccentrici
ties of individuals; nor does it pause for laggards to catch up 
with it, Quite to the contrary,it will move on relentlessly. 

The direction of the forces of history will be determined 
by the nature of its leadership. If the people abided by the 
Congresses, then obviously the tide will be channelised into 
the arid deserts of"a betrayal, The only organisation that can 
guide this tide into the fertile plains of democracy is the NJ3UM. 
But the NSUI-I does not run itself. The progress of the NSUM de
pends entirely on the preparedness of its members to do political 
work. 

The KEUH has to be taken to the people, and then in turn the 
people have to be drawn into the N.SUH, This is by no means an 
easy task. But it has to be done. To those of us who feel that 
this is asking too much of them we can only offer our condolences. 
In fact, they are in the " wrong " organisation, doing the "wrong" 
type of work. The most reasonable thing for these people is to 
pack up and bid us adieu. They can. go to Ghana or anywhere else. 
Their presence in SOYA will not be tolerated. 

11 The Soyan youth must intergrate themselves with the Movement 
for liberation, draw sustenance from it, expand their own intel
lectual horizon and in turn make their contribution to the Movement. 
This is a challenge to SOYA. History presents its challenge to 
the youth, I forsee a great future for SOYA if it takes its tasks 
seriously," The hope that we would successfully meet the challenge 
of history was expressed in the opening address to the first SOYA 
Conference in 1951* 

LET US GIVE FRUITION TO THIS HOPEl 
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By "Dreyfus" 

" I was' always opposed to the formation of SOYA. I said 
that it was racialistic, Even its ve.y name is chauvanlstic #

1f 

Thus spoke Mr, Jaffe at the meeting of the Head .unity Committee 
in September 1957. 

Let us make it clear, however, right st the outset that we 
do not only single out Mr, Jaffee, but that we. use the term "Jaffe*1 

and " Jaffeism" to catergorise a whole tendency within the' Move-, 
merit, starting with Jaffe and all his advocates and defenders., 
Kobus, Keis, Dudley, Wessels and all the r̂ st of the unholy crew 
right down to the little yapping dogs like the recently expelled -
Soyans and the twelve year olds who were sent to Conference to 
exercise their right hands and suddenly developed atrophied mus
cles. But this is in parenthesis. 

All their actions, ever since the formation of SOYA in Dec
ember 1951, have been consistent with this declaration. When 
Sastri Mda was suspended by National SOYA, it was they who rushed 
to his defence. When he was expelled by Cape Town SOYA, they in
sisted, nevertheless, on providing a platform for him under the 
banner of the L.C.U.Ct V7hen a number of other persons were expel
led from Cape Town SOYA, it was they who rushed in. to form a Langs 
Educational Fellowship to provide a home for drunks and thugs who 
would not hesitate to use a knife in order to settle a political 
arguement. When Durban SOYA expelled a person, by name Khan, it • 
was Kies who rushed pell me11 to Durban to form a Durban Education
al Fellowship to provide a home for Khan, . Ever since 1951 the 
"Torch" consistently referred ( in the same way as the Herrenvolk 
press) to SOYA as the |j Sons of Young Africa," . or " The Society 
of Young Africans",. 

When the ex-National President end the ex-General Secretary 
of SOYA issued unilaterally and without the knowledge of the Ex
ecutive, a circular in which they sought to slander the President 
and Secretary of the A.A.C., it wâ : once more the Jaffeists who 
seised upon this circular and reprinted it and distributed it all 
over t he Cape Pen1nsula . • 

They never let go of any opportunity to defame and to seek to 
destroy SOYA. Why? 

Through all the complicated, moves, the pattern that emerged 
is a simple one, It is a fundamental principle of opportunism 
( to give Jaffeism its right name) that it must capture organis
ations to enable it to control votes. And where it cannot capture 
it destroys. Needless to say, it also destroys and corrupts what
ever it does capture. This is a fundamental truth. 

Precisely because'Jaffe realised that he could not capture 
SOYA, he set out systematically to destroy it, or rather tried to 
destroy it. .That is why he picked up all the rubbish.which the 
Organisation spewed out. That is why he and his ( bed) fellows 
•'went so much out of their way to defame and slander SOYA. That 
explains why a Kies could come to Durban and consort with rene
gades, even reveal matters discussed by the TLSA Conference in 
committee to these.people who are outside the Movement, yet never 
once approached SOYA. 

It is this pathological hatred for anyone who refuses to knuckle 
undey, that lies at the root of their opposition to SOYA. Cont-
rol is an obsession, and if control is not possible then destruction 
becomes the order of the day. How else can we explain the sudden 
love they have developed for all the renegades from S0V&# This 
obsession,"this maniacal fury, is again brought out by none other 
than Jaffe. when the Cape Penn insula1 -students1 Union as formed 



and he found that he could not control it, he moved to destroy 
it. 

f! Since when have we organised on lines of sex or age. 
On principle I am opposed to the formation of youth organisa
tions. The youth are inherently fascistio*" These are the 
precipe words used by Jaffa at the Head .Unity Meeting in . 
September 1957. The principle we have already enunciated -
control or -destroy - was the one referred to. These are 
Jaffe*s principles, and neither the sexual allusions of theToroh 
nor the pious pretensions of a Dudley can obscure this. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that when it came to the 
holding of the 1958 Conferences great plans were set in motion 
to make the grand coupe - the capture of Convention and SOYA, 

The discredited lot from Johannesburg sought desperately to 
call a so-called fl Summer School". The real reason being that 
if this summer school was attended they would claim that it, was 
the SOYA Conference and they were National SOYA* People who were 
traditionally penniless suddenly found money to go ntouring"the 
country. Money was sent to Johannesburg to send a huge "delegation" 
to Conference. Money was sent to Lovedale to procure the attend
ance of " delegates " . Money vras found for everything. Where 
did all this money come from? 

WE ACCUSE the Jaffeists of having sent this money to the 
Vutela,~Madikezela~Tukwayo clique. W2 ACCUSE them of doing this 
deliberately for the sole purpose of trying to capture or destroy 
Convention and SOYA, We chailege them to disprove that they .con-' 
tented themselves with sending only photographs of their motor cars 
to Johannesburg. let them answer i 

• And after the Confer ence, and the expulsion of the • renegades 
and hoodlums from Convention end all its affiliated organisations, 
the Torch rushes to the defence of the expelled. After eight long 
years the" Torch has at last learnt to call SOYA the Society, of . 
Young Africa. Suddenly there is a "wooing and a mating of the 
Jaffeists with expelled Soyans. Again, the answer is a simple.one« 

Let us h-ve no illusions about this. These are the crimes 
of Jaffelsm. Their hands are dirty. WE ACCUSE they, the whole 
lot of them, with the crime of seeking to destroy the organisations 
for their personal, narrow etods. WE ACCUSE the Torch of deliberate
ly formenting' antagnoism to the A.i-x.C and SOYA. WE ACCUSE them of 
trying to but political results, of open bribery* And, we shall go 
on accusing them until they take their proper places - outside the 
Movement # 

Jaffeism is no longer a scratch, a possible source of infect
ion. It is roaring gangrene destroying everything. There is no 
time or room for sentiment. It must be, it has to be, cast irre
vocably onto the dung heap of history I 

T 0 3 C H 

By n Cadre » 

All Soyans, when -they first entered the Movement, came to 
regard the Torch as"DUB !I paper. ;/v"e did so because It was the only 
paper in the country which publicised the Ideas and work of the 
Non European Unity Movement. Hence, from the outset, we held the 
TORCH in -high est ..em. We read It dutifully week after week. We 
extended its circul- tion* and defended it from, attacks of the enem-
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even went to the extent of endowing it with sacred dualities. 
How-tsany'-of us dared to perpetrate the unforgivable crime of using 
the TO RCH as wrapping paper or for some other less dignified uti
litarian purpose? 

But since that time therehas occured : crisis in the Movement 
and during times of crisis, we always watch the reactions of in
dividuals ,organisations and organs, what' have been the reactions 
of the TORCH, the once unofficial organ of the Movement, 

To begin with# the TORCH deliberately withheld information 
about the ideological differences, in spite of the fact that the 
gentlemen behind the TORCH knew full well about the differences* 
This withholding of information was definitely not done because the 
gentlemen felt that the diversion of differences would be detrimen
tal to the Movement* On the contrary, this was done to suit the 
tactics of the Jaffeites* Jaffeism was not prepared, at that time, 
to come out in the open. It needed more time in order to gain 
stability and following* Hence, the deep pnd profound silence on 
the part of TORCH* 

But there came atime when the Jaffeites had acquired some sta
bility and when the ideological differences were threatening to 
burst through the narrow confines of the committee meetings* It 
wae during this time that there appeared in TORCH a series of articles 
captioned " Some problems of the Liberatory Movement". In these 
articles vague and cowardly attacks were macie on certain aspects 
of the differences in the Movement* But these insinuations, and 
allusions were only understood by.a handful of people - the Jaffe
ites and those who. opposed them. " Some problems of the Liberat
ory Movement" solved no problems but were rather intended to give 
gleeful satisfaction to the Jaffeites* 

The first open attack on the Movement came when the A.A.C. 
published and widely distributed the leaflet called " Let Us Rally". 
By"Quoting' out of context, the self styled "witty" ROVER, was 
able to "prove" that the contents of"Let Us Rally" were chauvanistic 
and A.N.C-, inclined* The appearance of this out-of-context-cuo- • 
tation provoked THE SOYAN into writing en obituary for the TORCH, 
^n reply to this, THE SOYAN published the full quotation. Any 
sensible person reading the full quotation would have seen the fal
lacy and emptyneSB of the attack* 

This attack on"Let Us Rally " was followed by the publication 
of a letter in the TORCH by a certain. " Ten Pointer", allegedly 
from Johannesburg, " Ten Pointer" congratulated ROVER.for the at
tack on " Let Us Rally". By way of interest, we may remark that 
many people seriously doubt the Johannesburg - origin of the 
letter. They feel that"Ten Pointer" is no one else but ROVER. 
Hence ROVER congratulating ROVER 11 

when the TL3A Conference wa.--- held in 1958 the dominant theme 
at Conference ( as distinct- from the official theme) was on the 
polemic within the Movement* The gentlemen from the TORCH were 
all present. let not s single report about the dominant theme 
appeared in the pages of the TORCH* 'What little news there was 
accessible to non-TLSA members came from the Golden City Post ~ 
sensationally distorted I 

Then came the A.-A.C* Conference last year* iigain the TORCH 
made a few muttering remarks on Point 7. Having nothing else to 
say the ROVER got down to the task of attacking the VENUE of Con
ference. ROVER simply couldn't see why the Conference was being 
held at Edendale. Nor could he see what benefit would accrue by 
holding the Conference in Natal where the A.A.C. had no roots. 
Besides the fallacy of the latter remark, ROVER knows full well 
that the H.A.C. has experienced great difficulty in obtaining a 
venue for Conference, ROVER also knows the repeated sabotages 
by the Herrenvolk of the A.A-.C. and C.n.P*A» Conferences* It was 
precisely because of the sabotages that the A.A*C was unable to 

hold/ 
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its conferences in Dec ember 195 7 and in April 1958. All this is 
known to ROVER and yet he asks WHY, The reason, is that ROVER and 
his fellow Jaffeites have been circulating rumours to the effect 
that the A.A.C. did not hold its conference in 1957 because there 
WAS NO A.A.C. They maintained that the question of sabotage was 
just a smoke-screen to conceal the non-existence of the A.A.C. 
ROVER and the Coloured Jaffeites should be the last ones think thus. 
ROVER and his colleagues are still privileged to rove to their 
hearts content. They don*t have to carry passes; they dont have 
to contend with the Urban Areas Act; halls for their conferences 
are not denied them. Edendale was chosen because there was NO 
other venue. 

But allow us to ask a pertinent question. ROVER and the rest 
of the gang claim to be speaking for the Coloured people. Then 
what Herrenvoik sabotage obstructs these people from calling a 
conference of the Coloured people - the Conference of the Anti-CAD? 
The Anti-CAD has not met for 5 years 1 Who then are they to speak 
about concealing weaknesses? 

After the A;A.C. Conference, three successive issues of the 
TORCH were flooded with "reports11 of the Conference* The reaction 
of the TORCH was that of being outraged and shocked at the offial 
speeches. It tries to give the impression that these views were 
being expressed for the first time by the officials of the A.A.C. 
Hence, its hysterical screams about "betrayals". What shattering' 
hypocrisy! THE TORCH LIES! The ideas expressed in the official '' 
speeches have always been the ideas of the NSUM and therefore noth-
-ing new. Even the present pointed formulation of these Ideas 
are nothing new to the gentlemen behind the TORCH. They have these 
ideas being expressed on numerous occasions. They have heard them 
at the TL3A conferences, In the Committee Meetings and in other 
discussions. So, all this pretence about being shocked and outraged 
is nothing more than an old political trick employed by dirty old 
politicians. 

However, let us now deal specifically with some of the more 
glaring lies that adorn the pages of the TORCH. 

(1) TORCH states that 25 organisations registered at Confe
rence, being represented by 50 delegates. But in the next breath, 
it states that the Credentials Committee gave no, report of the 
number of delegates and organisations present. The latter state-
is true. But WHERE did the TORCH get Its figures from? Another 
liei 
As a matter of Information there were 47 organisations present, 
represented by 112 delegates. The TORCH may well retort: How 
about omitting the paper organisations? A very good suggestion! 
But that, In fact, was done. The Fellowships and the Dloshe nS0YAu 

branch were refused registration. 

(2) TORCH sarcastically reports that 80 peasant delegates 
came from LADY PRESE. The only implication that flows from this 
statement is that the President packed the conference with voting 
cattle, since Lady Prere is his home town. This is very serious 
charge. Something that calls for a no-confidence motion in this 
"government hireling'1. But has the TORCH taken the trouble to 
substantiate this serious charge? Hoi Not one little fact to 
substantiate the charge. If it was en oversight on its part, then 
we challenge them to provide the necessary proof. Let them reply -
if they dare to I 
Much to their despair, there Is evidence to show that peasant del
egates hailed from the various areas in the Cape and 2 from Zulu-
-land. , And to add to their despair, the General Secretary remarked 
that this was only a TOKEN delegation. Many more would have come 
if there was transport available. The travelling permit for a 
bus had been refused. 

(3) The TORCH reports that just when the peas-nts were beg
inning to accept the J'affelst interpretation of Point 7, the Pre-
-sident stifled discussion. Yet another liei The minutes of the 
Conference will reveal that the Jaffeites were given all the time 
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in the world to say their piece. In fact there were legitimate 
complaints from delegates that too much time was given to the 
Jsffeites. The. Chairman was most tolerant to their ravings,long-
windedness and repetitions. Eor three days they were given the \ •/.,.': 
opportunity to disgorge their filth, not counting the intervals 
when they dsahed out to seduce the peasants. ;,nd what happened at 
the end of the third day?. . The peasants unanimously agreed to expel 
the Johannesburg Jaffeitesi Need we comment? 

(4) According to ROVER, delegates11 young and old" were disg
usted at the proceedings at Conference. And who these"deiegates 
young and old"? On this point the TORCH maintains a discreet sile-
-nee. Let us sovle the mystery. The old delegates were Messrs 
Kobus, Dudley, Jayiya and V.Wessels (if he has matured by now). 
The "young" ones were those from the Fellowsheep and the expelled 
Soyans. Can the TORCH point out any other person? These "delegates 
young and old"- have a legitimate right to be disgusted at a Con-
-ference which spurned them contemtuously. 

(5) "The flower of the youth" declares the nature loving 
RQVER, have not gone astray. Incidentally, ROVER here refers to 
the big mouthed little bureaucrats from the Fellowships, the pro
fessional vltuperators of the "Dloshe SOXA Branch" and the thugs of 
the ISF. Flower of the youth indeed I ROVER ought to procure an add
itional pair of rimless glasses which i:.iay -possibly enable him to 
distinguish flowers from noxious weeds; to distinguish the real flp-
-wers from the' sickly blooms of the stinkblaarl 

That briefly put is the role of the TORCH. Can anyone of us 
say that this TORCH is our TORCH? Obviously not J Our TORCH no Ion-
-ger exists. That which does exist and parades under the name of 
the TORCH is nothing more than the outpourings of cynics and deser-
-ters. 

To the OLD TORCH we say; AVE ATQ.UE V,,LEU 

MY IHPRE3SICN3 OF CONFERENCE. 

I went to the Conference of the A.A'.C. held at Edendale in 
December last year with mixed feelings. I was glad because it was 
the first time that I was to attend Conference. But I was at the 
same time apprehensive and anxious about the conduct,course and 
results of Conference. I,like many of us,felt that this was no 
ordinar/Conference and that there 'was something unusual about it 
and anticipated that its atmosphere -would be charged and tense, 
subsequent events at Conference confirmed my anxieties and anti
cipations. At the time of Conference, and even now, there was a 
noticeable ferment in the movement and, coupled with this Confer
ence was to meet at a time when the people throughout the length 
and breadth of the country were clamouring for a lead more than 
ever before. I.was quite certain that whatever took place at 
Conference, whatever its deliberations and resolutions, would 
either make or mar Convention- In view of this every member of 
the Movement had to unequivocally make his or her stand clear• 

To us who have set ourselves the serious task of politici
sing the millions of No-Europeans in this country in order to 
help them liberate themselves , to us who have elected to assist 
humanity to rid itself of all forms of slavery, physical or men
tal, it is indespensable that we, at all material times, speak 
the truth and, it was with this objective before us that we went 
to Conference. We realised and kept in mind the enormity of our 
task. 

'What was at stake at Conference were the fundamental tene
ts upon which, the Movement is based and this issue permeated all 
the discussions at Conference. Briefly and precisely stated the/## 



issue was whether or' not the Movement is based on the fight against 
National Oppression or Economic' Exploitation. It is the one or the 
other not both. It was around this issue that the ideological dif
ferences in the Movement and ab Conference revolved. anything else 
is falsification. It was this same issue, together with its many 
ramifications, that gave rise to the Ill-constructed, vague and am
biguous 12 page document written "oy the so-called Wits Branch of 
SOYA* The document, though it had to be taken seriously not for 
its sake, was lacking in particularity of 'any kind and, to make 
things worse, Its anchors could not tell Conference what the docu
ment purported to convey. 

The whole document was so wrong that.no honest person at Con
ference doubted the wrong-headedness "of Its authors, when Conferen
ce fs attention was drawn specifically to the'accusation of "Herreh-- . 
volk Hirelings11 levelled against the President and Secretary, the 
unsavoury stench of the document pestered everybody at Conference 
to the exasperation of all those who wanted to go on with the busi
ness of Conference.. ; 

Time and again the peasants stood up and demanded' concrete 
proof as to how the President and. Secretary were " herrenvolk hire
lings'] The ."V/lts-v.Branch" of course could not substantiate their . 
statement and instead of explaining what they wrote, Indulged in 
evasions and shufflings, use of. aggressive phraseology bo cover 
their nakedness thereby hoping to Kin the sympathy of Conference. 

Dl&she and.Tukwayo were pin-pointed by the Chair and called 
upon to explain the document to Conference ana, finally, after a 
great deal of long-windedness one of these worthy gentlemen, Mr. 
Tukwayo, had this to say, " The document is concerned with our att
empts at. liberation." What"a nerve 1 He then goes on to' say "This 
Is air indictment against those people who offer the peasants even 
less than is envisaged in the Congresses, i •.... the Movement (mind 
you) Indicts this coterie (note this) which Is not interested in 
the sufferings of the people." 

• This,was inter alia, a bid to win the peasants over to the 
side of the revisionists. Not only that. It was an attempt at 
interpreting the principles of the Movement, wrongly. But, what 
is more serious, it was a definite manifestation of the mental dis
ease that.is eating away at the minds of these youth ( to use a term 
they loathe most). The stench that emanated from this document was 
a measure of the degree to which their minds have rotted. They, de
spite wiser and. saner counsel, stuck to their course like grim death* 

V/hen a small secbion of the youth calls itself !! the Movement" 

tjo c no ice. i6i b L o one ouu Ho W J C U C ttiem U,L .L $ </e i oc x > ̂  .*. i.>..«'̂  ̂ ..̂  *. &. 
and subtleties have no special attraction for me, but it does not 
take a genius to know that one cannot offer something which one 
does not own. The Movement does not own any and, therefore, offers 
the peasants nothing that it has not got. But the Movement cert-
aily does demand together with the peasants the right to ownership 
of land and is fighting for this right and, anybody who does not 
suffer from myopia sees this fact clearly. Our everyday experience 
e brings home sharply to us. 

One peasant after another, full of determination and the will 
to fight , pointed out to the Jaffeites, alias Revisionists, that 
It wa;:-: lack of rights (mind,you, not exploitation) that was the 
fountain of all their troubles. ' The peasants were telling the re
visionists plainly thi-t it is because they.are denied the right to 
acquire and own land that they were destitute and used .as a source 
of "cheap labour. The peasants again and again told these "ardent 
revolutionaries" that they wanted security of tenure, title deeds 
being concrete proof thereof, to ensure that their lands v̂ ere not 
alienated. Again, the peasants made it quite clear to Conference 
that by coming to Convention-,they were coming to an organisation 
that interprets a~n& supplies the answer to their aspirations. They 
were coming to Convention because it assured them of these things/.## 
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and not because they knew a Tsotsi or a Sihlali personally. In 
other words, it is the basic principles of the Movement that the 
peasants subscribe to. It was Dot and is not, a question of a 
drowning man clinging to the nearest reed for salvation, 

'.In answer to this plain talk by the peasants them themselves, 
the revisionists drew thei trump card and contended that the 
peasants had no money with which to buy land and that the ?Y:S;.V ;. t.-; 
demand for the right to own land was not enough because not every
body will have the means to exercise the right once realised* They 
went further and said that they will give land to the peasantsufree 
of chargei" ,,S,MAHLAn, as Mr. Tukwayo repeatedly put it to Confere
nce. Since, as far as I know, the revisionists own no land, I can 
do nothing but dismiss their arguments as sheer fantasy, a mere dream -
given an appearance of reality. It Is interesting to note that 
Kobus together with Dudley were en active part to this deception 
of the peasantry. They not only countenanced the youth, they not 
only egged them on, briefed them, but strenuously did everything in 
their power to kill Convention, 

Wrong-headedness, provided it is not chroiifc, is curable. But 
there is no remedy for deliberate dishonesty. To think of offers 
of land in relation to the Movement and its task is sheer oppor
tunism. Not only that. It is deception and, there is no greater 
crime a man can commit than the deception of the passes. 

When the revisionists were routed, they revealed their essent
ial attitude to the peasantry and their basic contempt of the pea
sants became manifest. Their former friendly and coaxing tone van
ished, for it was not motivated by s-desire to guide, but, by their 
zeal to seduce the peasants, at this stage they started vilifying 
the peasants. They likened them to thoughtless, inanimate things 
that have been gathered to be exploited. It is interesting also to 
note that villification and contempt 1§ their attitude to the Move
ment and it is, therefore, not surprising that they adopt it to
wards the peasants. 

What then is the lesson to be learnt from this? My answer is 
simple. When we address ourselves to the people, v̂e must be honest 
We must reveal everything to them, our weaknesses as well. It is 
only 'by so doing that we can be able to face and measure up to our 
tasks. The revisionists, on the contrary, are blighted by the 
inability to assess the national situation correctly. Hence their 
referring to themselves as the Movement and to the Movement as a 
coterie. They also have &n exaggerated sense of their importance 
and regard themselves as being above the Movement and the very ten
ets which they ought to observe faithfully In order to earn a place 
in the Movement. 

It is for this reason that they referred to the peasants 
delegation to Conference as floating molecules, bundled together 
and deposited in Pietermaritzburg. No serious person can sink to 
such fantastic depths, for, without the peasants, there is no Con
vention and if the peasants receive the treatment meted out to them 
IJY the revisionists, then Convention never existed from its very 
inception and a child conceived and born out of wedlock has better 
claims to anything than it. One would expect such sentiments bp. ; 
to come from outside the Movement end not from people who claim to 
believe and fight for the realisation of the Ten olnt Programme. 

When Tukwayo and Vutela were interpreting at Conference they 
consciously sought not to convey the meaning the different speak
ers attached to what they said. They changed and distorted not 
only the meaning but the spirit of'what was being said. We in 
the Movement use words with discrimination, and behaviour like 
this, we condemn and reject as un-Movementlike. And it is.. 
When Tukwayo and Vutela. were Interpreting they consciously dis
torted what the speakers aaid. Thus, when the President and 
others drew a distinction between & nationalism that was anti-
imperialist and therefore progressive, and a nationalism that was 
narrow and racialistic end therefore reactionary, they deliberately 

refused/.. 
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refused .to ma.ke this distinction end characterised all types of 
Nationalism as reactionary. They sought to bring Convention into 
disrepute by making it appear as if Convention was advocating the 
"Africa for Africans" slogan of the Africanists. 

The political myopia which the revisionists suffer from, stems 
from their misunderstanding of both the national and international 
situations. The Nationalisms of Asia and Africa are healthy signs 
of growth if the seek to sever all ties with the Imperialists and 
fix their gaze at complete independence. They are healthy signs 
when they are not opportuniBtic and they are healthy also, when they 

do not seek to replace white slave drivers with black slave drivers• 
They are acceptable when, as the -̂ resident said, they are "not 
anti-white, anti-Indian and anti-Coloured." They are acceptable 
when they stake their claim to equality of all man. These are no 
idle distinctions. Tlrey mast be given the importance they merit# 

But what does Dudley say? He says, and'makes no distinction 
"Nationalism is not the road to unity, but to disunity and strife*M 

He then, with a murky gloom, talks loosely, and glibly about the 
"concept of building a nation" and then, with his face suddenly 
lighting up, "a plague on nationalism." This is the essence of 
Dudleyls contribution to Conference in this regard* His stooges 
gave him en ovation for It. ; 

We also saw at Conference the resurrection of Mr. Mda Mela's 
political ghost. Since when has this gentleman suddenly become 
interested in Convention? How else can we see his fitful appear
ance at Conference, except as a bid on the part of the revisionists 
to swell their ranks and to use their weight to sway Conference? 
True to his kind, he assumed the duty of mediator and. conciliator 
at Conference when Conference' was exposing the revisionists• His 
draft resolution, reflecting his role, was unacceptable to Confer*-
en.ee and was rejected in toto. 

Then, a certain Parker castigatedHr. Saliwa's quoting from 
"IMVO" whilst making a point, without even allowing him to finish 
his point. How can he question Mr. Saliwa's integrity? Mr. Sali-
wa Is, as we all know, a fighter who jeopardised his personal saf
ety for the Movement. Let this arrogant youth learn a little hum
ility. 

To chose, who hitherto entertained doubts, it became clear at 
Conference that there was, and there still is, a definite formal 
junction between the "wits Branch" that is, the Vutelas, Dloshes 
and Tukwayos, and the Vessels, the Dudleys, the Kobuses, the Mzim-
bas, etc., The tragic part of Conference was to see the youth be
ing deliberately misled. They also helped to dig their political 
graves with the ardour and vigour of Calvinlstic evangelists. It 
is true that when young people begin to acquire the flavour of 
Ideas, they become a little over-zealous and a little too enthuas-
tic. That is understandable. But these young men were not only 
Impervious to positive' criticism, but their conduct throughout 
Conference war overflowing with irritating arrogance, Dudley, to 
aad insult to injury, refused to assist the President when the 
latter appealed. to:him to ask the so-celled delegation from the 
Fellowships to remove themselves from the hall. Commenting on 
this incident, the TORCH breezily says, the "declined" as if this 
was an invitation to teal The fact of the matter is that they 
defied the President and Conference. 

In spite of everything we,had a resounding victory at Confer
ence. We had a resounding victory notwithstanding the presence of 
the big gentry, the directors and chief shareholders of the HOSANA 
JAFF2 (PIY) LIMITED, end their lackeys. Not even the neat delivery 
of a Dudley or the guttural voice of a Wessels could sway Confer
ence, because our approach to the problems facing the Liberatory 
Movement is realistic and because of this, the peasants gave us ; 
their ungrudging support. FINALLY I say^ cautionIthe battle is not 
over yet. This is in fact the beginning of the beginning. v4e musfc 
now brace ourselves to meet the tasks ahead. 
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OVA HJ:ARD - BETWEEN ' ^ PiuSiusrr ^ND AW • ULTRA-LEFTIST 

U.L. (with a sweeping gesture of magnanimity) ; We will give 
you the land* We ?re not going to sell you the land. 
After all, where-will you, who are so poor* get money to 
buy the land? we will give it to you.FREE| Yes, FREEli 

P» (Suspiciously) : Free land? but you havenft got any land to 
give away* where will you get the land from? 

U»Lf (With an air of bravado): That's no problem. We'll expropri
ate the white farmers! 

..P.* : Ah..-., today you'll expropriate the white farmers. And 
to-morrow? You111 expropriate usj 

U#L. : Nol Mo I We won't do that to you. We cant do that to you. 
You are....well.,•. well different. You ere "black! (eager
ly) Therei 

P« (Slowly end with disbelief) : Well then; but will you give 
us Title Deeds to our land? 

U.L. ; Title Deeds? No J Wo Title Deeds I You see, whet we will do 
is that we111 expropriate the big white farms; Then we'll 
give you each a plot on those farms for you to work. 

P» : Then what is the diffemece between that and Verwoerd's 
Trust Farms! We must have Title Deeds! 1 

U.L. : But we went to protect you. You see, if we give you Title 
Deeds, then the land speculators, th6 people with money 
will buy off your land and very soon you will be landless. 
Yon see, for your own protection, we can't give you Title 
Deeds. And, after all, we are most concerned about your 
welfare. 

P. (Grimly): Protection! Protection! Why is everybody so 
concerned about our protection? Are we such imbeciles? 
We are told that for the sake of our protection we are 
placed, in the Reserves. We are told that we canft buy land 
outside the reserves - for the sake of our protection. And 
so in the name of our protection , we are herded in Reserv
es ? we have to work on the Trust Farms and we can never 
dream of buying land outside the Reserves* Enough of your 
.protection ! 

Û Lft. : (Feigning disgust which follows defeat, slinks towards the 
exit* As he cloes this he mutters to himself); That stupid 
foolI Doesn't know what's good for him. But then they 
are all like that - conservative and reactionary. They 
are never to be trusted. I am sure that this one has been 
specially brought from Lady Frere to vote against us -
the real progressives. 

(Loud and irreverent laughter follows him end hastens him to
wards his destination) 

JAFFLISH TUHN3 THA ANTI-CAD AGAIMST THL A.A.C. 

In 1943, when the A.A.C. imbued with the spirit of the "New 
Road", blew forth its Clarion Call for unity to the oppressed of 
Soubh Africa, It was the Anti-Gad, the representative of the 
Coloured people that was the first to respond, to this call. To
gether at Eloemfontein, In that year, they formed the WLUM. That 
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meeting was the beginning of many years of fruitful work and assoc
iation. Together they dealt with the Indian merchant class leader
ship which tried to dislodge them from the Ten Point Programme, and 
to bribe them into relaxing the policy of non collaboration. To
gether they met the attack of the rulers aimed at unity by creating 
a race riot hysteria, about nThe Influx of Natives in the Western 
Cape." ,-ind it was together that they delivered a mighty blow at 
the Herrenvolk, when the Africans and Coloureds as one, boycotted 
the Jan V&.n Eiebeeck celebrations. 

It was during these years that the divided non-citizens of 
South Africa learnt that it was possible for the three sections of 
the oppressed, not only to meet in order to work, but also to stru
ggle together; and that a united, struggle of the oppressed was the 
only way to meet the Herrenvolk. 

But at Edendale in 1953, the fraternal delegates sent by the 
National Committee of the Anti-Cad, walked out of the A.A.C. Con
ference. To the oppressed it was a painful shock, for the Anti- . 
Cad organisation which had taught them unity; and. had consistently 
warned them of the rulers game of divide and rule, was now split
ting Non-European unity, and was going its own way. 

However, what the oppressed, do not know is that that leader
ship, which brought the Anti-Cad"to the A«A;C. and which worked to 
build unity, had, through subterfuge and Intrigue, been replaced. 
by a younger set, at the head of which stands Mr. Jaffe. When 
Unity foundations were being laid in 19^3, Mr. Jaffe stood outside 
as a hostile spectator. And during the period when the Movement 
built Itself up, again Mr. Jaffefs hands were not seen. But they 
had been busy, not building, but undermining* And, precisely as 
Mr. Jaffe1s control of the Anti-Cad increased, relations with the 
A.A.C. deteriorated* The walk-out by Mr. Jaffefs stooges from the 
A.,-:.C. Conference, brought home the realisation that Unity was be
ing destroyed. Xet prior to that walk-out the Anti-Cad leadership 
went out of Its way not only to give refuge, but to rehabilitate 
those renegades who had been expelled from SOYA. It did not matt
er whether this would strain relationship with the sister organ
isation. Likewise the AntirCad leadership, defied the Head Unity 
Committee1s decision that Mr. Jaffe be removed. To them Mr. Jaffa 
was more valuable' than the A.A.C. and Unity. And at the 1958 Con
ference of the A.A.C. never before has one seen fraternal delegates 
so abuse! themselves. 

Delegates of the Anti-Cad have always been accorded, by the 
A.A.C, due dignity and raspect, for to the Africans, they were 
the symbols of unity with the Qoloured people whom they were re
presenting. But these Anti-Cad delegates brought no fraternity 
with them. Never' before has a pious screen been used so ruthless
ly in order to allow incitement, disloyalty and defiance to flour
ish so freely. 

The youth were allowed and encouraged to call the leadership 
of the A.A.C. !! Herrenvolk Hirelings" with impunity. Fellowship 
youth, rude and disrespectful repeatedly ignored the decision of 
the Credentials Committee to meet them. And all this culminated 
in a defiance 'by the youth of the ruling of the A.A.C. President, 
and what was worse, the fraternal delegates backed up this unman
nerly behaviour to the hilt. Never before has the good name of the 
anti-Cad been so degraded before the eyes of the Africans, but 
on that day. 

Jaffeism must not be allowed to destroy the prestige of the 
Anti-Cad and turn it away from .Unity and the A.A.C. Jaffeism 
must not be allowed to loosen the growing bond of friendship be-' 
tween the Africans and the Coloureds by making the one section 
suspicious of the other. Jaffeism does not belong to the Aiiti-
Cad, but being a parasitic infection, it can destroy the Anti-Cadf 
Our first call, therefore, should be for a Conference of the Anti-
Cad, and the.'ge li£ the Jaffeites account for their anti-unity ideas, 

and/.... 
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and their walk-out. 

The "Fraternal" delegates* reasons for walking out were that 
the A.A.C. has abandoned the Ten ^olnt Programme as the minimum 
programme, that it has betrayed the peasants, championed the aspi
rations of the middle class, formented differences between the 
organisations, conducted witch hunts and betrayed the federal str
ucture. 

What ridiculous lengths are the Jaffeites prepared to take 
things to I And what low levels they are prepared to stoop to. 
For purposes of this article, it is not necessary to reply to all 
these distortions and falsifications. It will suffice if we take 
just one of their falsehoods for examination. 

"The NEUM has always been, and remains, committed to the lib
eration from national oppression and exploitation of the oppressed 
masses of South Africa.**. This new position i.e. fighting only 
national oppression meand the champioing of the Nationalist aspir
ations of certain groups at the cost, of the interests of the impo
verished masses of the oppressed people." 

However much the Broederbonders may cry about being exposed 
to the police, they cannot deny that it is they who go out of their 
way to expose themselves to the police by saying that they dont 
stand for the Ten Point Programme. The Movement has always stood 
for the elimination of national oppression! Correct J For, the re
alisation of the Ten Point Programme will liberate the nationally 
oppressed Non-Europeans. But what programme liberates people from 
exploitation, but a socialist programme? But how can there be two 
programmes, a bourgeois democratic programme and a socialist pro
gramme for the same people, for the same period, and at one time? 
So that, just who are the Broederbonders informing when they say 
that the NEUM has always been for liberation from exploitation? 
Is it the"New Agen or the police? 

The recklessness of the senior breeders is only equalled by 
the unbounded ignorance of ite youth in the traditions of the Move
ment, and their chronic inability to comprehend elementary Move
ment ideas. If only they cared, to read for themselves, if only they 
cared to read now in 1959 that what was printed in 19^5, this is 
what they would see in the preamble to the Ten Point Programme in 
the pamphlet - "Basis and Building of Unity." 

11 The aim of the Non-European Unity Movement is the liquidat
ion of the National oppression of the Non-Europeans in South Africa, 
i.e. the removal of all the disabilities and restrictions based on 
grounds of race and colour and the acquisition by the Non-Europeans 
of all those rights which are at present enjoyed by the European 
population." 

Or let us look at the tenth point of the Ten Point Programme 
we quote ;-* 

" Revision of the labour legislation and its application to 
the mines and agriculture. This means specifically the re
vision of the Industrial Conciliation and fege Acts, equal 
pay for equal work ... It means the abolition of Master and 
Servants .̂ct, and the establishment of complete equality be-
buyer and seller of labour. " 

If then, the Movement has always been and remains committed 
to the removal of economic exploitation, let them explain why was 
there such a major ommission in the preamble. Let them explain 
why none of the delegates, including Messrs. Kies and Dudley who 
are now preaching this line, at that Conference attempted to in
corporate this aspect. And further, liberation from exploitation 
would mean that there would be no capitalists, no exploiter; and. 
the pertinent question is, what need would there be for the tenth 
point of the Ten Point Programme, for the revision of Wage Acts and 
the regulation of relationship between sellers and buyers of labour? 

So much/..., 
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So much then for their howl that the Movement remains 
committed to liberation from exploitation. 

But the question cs to why the Movement chose a bourgeois 
democratic programme, when it was fully aware that national opp
ression could be traced to economic exploitation, is a different 
matter. The point is that the Movement did so. And if Messrs, 
Breeders consider that a mistake was made in 19^5* or that today 
in 1959, the programme is outdated, then they must say so openly 
and clearly. Let us end this .robterfugeof wrecking the Ten Point 
Programme by stating that the Movement has always stood against 
exploitation. Let them tell the oppressed that they intend re
vising the Ten Point Programme* 

The Movement launched itself with its Ten .Point Programme 
as its anchor, because in the given conditions there was no other 
way. History, in order to be changed, had first to be interpreted. 
The T.P.P. was based on the understanding of bhe historical forces 
at work - those forces which stood for a change of the status quo 
and those which stood against this change. Herrenvolk oppression 
of the African, Coloured and the Indian compelled these groups to 
struggle against the status quo in the form of a single United for
ce. But viewed from another angle, this same force is composed of 
a. national front of peasants, workers, intellectuals and merchants. 
Now, capitalism by the turn of the nineteenth century had bombarded 
the patriachal peasant economy, uprooted the peasants by hundreds 
and rendered them landless. On the other hand the Herrenvolk, us
ing the state machinery, virtually prevented them from migrating to 
the towns and as a result, the flow of the stream,that would provide 
for the growth of working class in the towns,was interrupted. This 
sector i.e. those who went to the towns, forms only a small section 
of the oppressed, the majority being the peasants. The peasants 
stood for change, but a change that would meet their needs and asp
irations. The peasants1 idea of liberation from national oppression 
is chiefly the elimination of feudal relations existing on the 
land today. The peasants, at this stage of development, cannot join 
a struggle for the elimination of economic exploitation, because 
they stand for the right to own land. And any struggle against eco
nomic exploitation, conducted by the workers alone and without the 
peasants, is bound to fail. On the other hand, the workers stand 
to benefit by the T.P.P. because the achievements of its aims 
will create new forces in their favour, a new set of conditions, 
wherein they will conduct their struggles against exploitation. 
That is why, in order to get maximum unity, the leadership laid 
down the minimum programme that would unite the peasants, the 
workers and the other forces in society. Any other programme 
i.e. a maximum programme for example, will not allow for the 
necessary unity thao is needed for the overthrow of Herrenvolkism. 
And without this necessary unity, failure is inevitable. 

The Broederbonders want to ride on the back of history with
out understanding what makes it move, or, the direction of its 
movement. They refuse to learn - and, those who consistently 
refuse to learn history has a place for them - look at the vast 
heap in its dustbins. 


